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Welcome to the Digital Garage

Today’s session is about Improving your digital visibility…

Key aims of this session

Understand the benefits 
of advertising online

Manage your presence 
on Google and be found 

through search

1 2 3
Gain consumer insights 
and use data to find new 

customers
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The Rise of Digital and the Importance of Search
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The new consumer purchase journey

Stimulus 
(Ad)

Zero Moment of 
Truth

Searching: reviews, 
blogs, brand 

websites,
social media, etc.

First Moment 
of Truth (Shelf)

Second Moment 
of Truth 

(Experience)
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Search is at the heart of this cycle

See a 
TV ad

Get friend 
advice

Look at
in-store

Look for 
promotion

Search Search Search Search Search

Need/Want Purchase
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How search works?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs
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How Google search works
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The search query

Paid adverts

Organic search results
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       Snippets
Shows small previews of 
information, such as a page’s 
title and short descriptive text, 
about each search result.

Search has become richer experience across ALL devices

       Knowledge graph
Provides results based on a 
database of real world people, 
places, things, and the 
connections between them.

        News
Includes results from online 
newspapers and blogs from 
around the world.

       Answers
Displays immediate answers 
and information for things such 
as the weather, sports scores 
and quick facts.

       Mobile
Includes improvements 
designed specifically for 
mobile devices, such as 
tablets and smartphones.

        Images
Shows you image-based 
results with thumbnails so you 
can decide which page to visit 
from just a glance.
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How do we understand what customers are searching for?

Google Trends
Gain insights into what
the world is searching for
google.com/trends

www.google.com/trends
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Google My Business
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Get found locally online

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66zOn_bEswk
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Go to google.com/business

Claim your business listing

Complete your business profile

Be found on Google
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What category to choose
It is important for businesses to understand the categorisation for GMB to ensure they 
receive the relevant visibility and can get verified appropriately
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Complete your business profile

You can edit your business name, 
address, contact information, 
business category, hours of 
operation, photos, and a business 
introduction.

Use the Introduction section to 
include some keywords that 
describe your business.
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A new way to manage your presence across Google
From the dashboard, you can 
post, add photos, monitor 
reviews or see important 
insights about your business.

View 
Business 
Metrics

Manage 
Reviews

Edit Business
Details

Post 
Content
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Valuable Google+ insights

Audience view
Breakdown followers 
by age & location

Engagement reports
Optimise your content strategy

Visibility tab
Shows page view totals 
from the last 24hrs
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What is Search Engine optimisation

Keyword Research
Learn which terms and phrases to target with SEO, but 
also learn more about your customers as a whole. Long 
Tail Keywords analysis

Create quality content
Applicable, Useful and high quality. Give your 
customers something extra. e.g Blog, YouTube Video 
series, slideshows

Optimise what’s on your page
Navigation, eliminating missing pages, improving usability 
for multi-device, social sharing

SEO is made up of a variety of tasks geared towards improving the usability, usefulness and 
popularity of a website. Taking action and working on these enables you to influence the 
rankings of your website in search engines, depending on your keyword focus.
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Help Google find you with Google Search Console

Verify your ownership 
Email forwarding – Critical 
messages/errors

Fetch with Google 
Check Redirects & submit 
new pages to be crawled

See how you rank 
Using Webmaster Tools 
Search Queries
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How important is it to optimise my website for mobile?

Friendly = More likely to buy Unfriendly = More likely to leave

67% 61%
“A mobile-friendly site 
makes me more likely 
to buy a product or 
use a service.”

“If I don’t see what I’m 
looking for right away 
on mobile site, I’ll quickly 
move on to another site.”
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Mobile SEO

Google recently updated their algorithm to add 
a label and boost the ranking in  mobile search 
results for “mobile-friendly” sites.

Avoid software that is not common on 
mobile devices, like Flash

Use text that is readable 
without zooming

Size content to the screen so users don't 
have to scroll horizontally or zoom

Place links far enough apart so that the 
correct one can be easily tapped

Google bot likes mobile sites that:
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Understand which traffic sources are driving which visitors to do what

EXIT

How does web analytics help understand customers?
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What answers can Google Analytics provide?

https://www.google.com/analytics/web/?hl=en#report...
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How to set up an account

2

3

1 Go to google.co.uk/analytics/standard Click Admin at the top of any Analytics page. Under property, 
click Tracking Code
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Key steps 

Track 
your site

Define
Goals

Measure
Success

Improve
Usability
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What to do

Register with Google My Business 
and claim your business listing

Verity with Google Webmasters 
and crawl your site to spot errors

Optimise your site to ensure it is 
responsive and mobile-friendly
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What is Google AdWords

SEM: Stands for “Search Engine Marketing”– cost effectively 
promoting your website online

What is Search Engine Marketing?

Google’s program is called AdWords
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Preparation and Planning...is it right for me?
PPC & Paid Search

What are you trying to achieve?
e.g Sales, Leads, Sign Ups, 
Downloads, Registrations etc?

Website and internal processes – are they ready?
e.g Sales - Registration form errors, too much 
information requested. Leads into sales?

What can you afford to pay?
Consider your maximum bid based on avr transaction 
spend, % of marketing and conversion rate.
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Before you rush into creating your account, picking keywords, creating ads  
- it’s a really good idea to take a step back and look at the bigger picture.
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AdWords in an auction in real-time

Instant Auction
Google conducts a live auction for 
finding the relevant ad to display

Keywords
Chosen words or phrase are matched 
that trigger ads to be shown

Ad Position = Quality X your bid
Position of each ad is determined 
using a ranking formula
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How to use the keyword planner

Get search volume for a list of 
keywords and group them into 
ads groups

Get traffic estimates for a 
list of keywords3
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The keyword tool provides ideas and traffics estimates 
to help build a Search Network campaign.

Search for new keyword 
and ad group ideas
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Clear Call 
to Action Offer Narrow 

Focus
Very Important 
Attributes (VIA)

Effective 
Headline

Resolution
-Savvy Layout

Tidy 
Visuals

Social 
Proof

You don’t want people to 
just visit your page. You 
want them to take action 
once they are there.

Make it as easy and 
compelling as possible for 
them by including these 
elements found in a landing 
page that C.O.N.V.E.R.T.S

C N E TO V R S
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Final summary

Find your website 
visitors with 

Google Analytics

Verify your site with 
Google Search Console

g.co/searchconsole

Claim your listing with 
Google My Business

google.com/business
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Learn more: g.co/digitalgarage

Share your story: goo.gl/LX7ky6



Thank You!

Slides: goo.gl/7ovTVB
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